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Abstract: Laminar flow aircraft may potentially save fuel and reduce the emission of pollutants
and greenhouse gases. However, laminar flow aircraft face challenges caused by contaminations
on the wings, such as insect impact residue. To study insect residue on an aircraft airfoil, a new
setup was developed that used rotary wings and shot an insect toward the leading edge. This
setup kept insects intact before impact while airflow was maintained throughout the experiment.
Additionally, the setup enabled the long-term observation of the impact residue while the test speed
was adjusted. Two experiments were carried out to investigate inconsistencies from past studies
about insect rupture velocity and the effect of airflow on residue. Drosophila Hydei was the insect
used, and aluminum was used as the baseline substrate, which was also coated with polyurethane,
acrylic, and two superhydrophobic coatings. Instead of a threshold velocity for the minimum rupture
velocity of the insect, a range from initial insect rupture to the velocity at which insects ruptured in all
instances was determined (i.e., 17–30 m/s). Furthermore, the presence of a coating (polyurethane) on
the airfoil did not affect the minimum rupture velocity. It was observed that airflow, which has been
previously mentioned as a mitigation method, did not change the residue amount after coagulation
for all coatings.

Keywords: insect impact; insect residue; Drosophila; rotary wing; rupture velocity of insect; airflow
effect of insect residue

1. Introduction

The aviation sector plays a crucial role in enabling worldwide interconnectedness,
but it faces the complex task of reducing its environmental footprint. Pre-pandemic, in
2019, about 38.9 million flights were undertaken by the airline industry, which consumed
about 445 million cubic meters of fuel and emitted about 905 million tons of CO2 [1–3]. The
concept of laminar flow aircraft is becoming ever more important due to its potential to
reduce CO2 pollution and improve flight efficiency. Reduced fuel usage by laminar flow
aircraft could help to reduce the global climate temperature increase by approximately
0.0001 ◦C yearly (the average increase per decade is 0.18 ◦C) [4,5].

A laminar flow aircraft is characterized by having a laminar flow over most of the
airfoil chord. Progress in the development of laminar flow control (LFC) aircraft has partly
been impeded due to the susceptibility of the airfoil to contamination. Contaminants are
mainly composed of sand and dust particles, ice, and ruptured insect residue; these cause
the early transition from laminar to turbulent flow. There has been considerable research
into the effects of icing on the aerodynamics of the wing (e.g., [6]) and ways to mitigate
icing (e.g., using coatings [7]). In comparison, less attention has been paid to contamination
due to insect residue, even though minute insect residue has the potential to disrupt the
laminar flow of an aircraft (see bottom-row image in Figure 1) and compromise its overall
efficiency due to the promotion of turbulent flow [8].

If the impact velocity is sufficiently high, an insect ruptures upon impact with the
surface, and various parts of the insect (including fluids) are ejected; this ejection is similar
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to the splashing seen in drop-impact studies (e.g., [9]). The top-row images in Figure 1 show
residue formed as a result of impact; the height and the area of this residue determine how
the boundary layer flow is disrupted. For the majority of commercial airliners, a residue
height of between 100 and 150 µm is deemed sufficient to trigger flow transitions from
laminar to turbulent [10]. Previous studies have focused on characterizing the size and
shape of insect residue [11–13]. Generally, there are three main components of residue: the
exoskeleton, which contains the outer parts of the insect; the hemolymph, which is mostly
related to abdominal fluid; and red coagulated fluid, which belongs to the head/eyes
(Figure 2). Insect hemolymph coagulates in a short time (10 s or less) and acts as a glue
that adheres the hard parts of the insect (legs, wings, parts of broken exoskeleton, etc.)
to the airfoil. These hard parts are mainly responsible for the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow.
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Figure 2. Fruit fly residue components.

The amount of insect residue remaining on the surface or airfoil is a function of the
insect type and characteristics of the impact (e.g., the speed and angle of impact), and other
variables, such as the presence of airflow and surface/airfoil coating. Another parameter
of interest is the minimum impact velocity at which an insect ruptures.
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To maintain laminar flow on an LFC aircraft, airfoils must either be cleaned or, using
other means, the contamination height must be kept below 100–400 µm, depending on
the application [8,13,15–18]. Different methods for mitigating insect residue have been
suggested and investigated, which generally fall into three main categories: washing
systems, the use of coatings, and sweeping away the residue via airflow (a more detailed
list can be found in [19]).

The washing systems investigated [19,20] are functional, but they generally seem
impractical [21] due to the requirement of having to carry additional fluid in the wings of
an aircraft and needing auxiliary systems and frequent maintenance. (This applies not only
to aircraft but also to other systems impacted by insect residue, e.g., wind turbines.) Similar
to the methods used to combat icing contamination, coatings have received considerable
attention as a passive means to mitigate the effects of insect residue, especially in recent
years [8,10,21–28]. In the latest studies on insect contamination reduction, coatings were
determined to be a promising method to reduce the insect residue footprint after rupture,
with hydrophobic coatings being more effective in general. Coatings are considered to either
reduce the adhesion of the residue to the surface or to limit the spread of the ruptured insect
during the impact process (generally limiting the contact of the insect with the surface).
Reduced adhesion means that the presence of an airflow may cause detachment of the
residue from the surface. Reduced spreading of insect fluids after rupture can reduce the
chances of exoskeleton fragments being attached to coagulating fluids. We believe that this
should be the underlying mechanism seen in the literature (e.g., [21]) for a reduction in
exoskeleton debris on coated surfaces compared with uncoated surfaces. Finally, because
hemolymph coagulates in seconds, there may be sufficient time for insect fluid to be swept
away from the surface and leave no or a small amount of residue; for high air velocities
and low adhesion surfaces, there is potential for the residue to be eroded or removed
from the surface. Similar observations have been reported for contamination due to icing
for airfoils [29], but this matter has not been explored in full detail for insect residue, as
discussed below.

An airflow effect was simulated in some previous studies. For example, in [30],
airflow was reported to remove up to half of the insects remaining on an airfoil. However,
Peterson and Fisher [15] reported that during a flight test at 92 m/s, insect residues were not
eroded. A reason for this contradiction might be that most of the insect residue is eroded
immediately after impact and the remaining residue is in a stable condition [15]. Also,
right after impact, before hemolymph coagulation, airflow can smear the residue [8,22]. A
study [25] comparing the results of two setups, one with the presence of airflow and the
other without airflow, indicated that the presence of airflow causes a higher residue area
and lower residue height. Taken together, it appears that the presence of airflow changes
the residue height and area immediately after impact. However, contradictory results for
the effect of airflow on residue after a period of time need further investigation to clarify
whether or not airflow continuously removes insect residue.

The relative impact velocity of the insect and surface/airfoil determines the rupture
energy of the insect’s body. Test results with Drosophila [25,31] show that at low velocities,
the insect either does not rupture or partially ruptures; at high velocities, the insect ruptures
completely. Therefore, there should be a transition velocity range for insects from partial to
full rupture. For instance, the speed at which the exoskeleton hits the airfoil and ruptures is
not enough for the insect to stick to the airfoil because there is no hemolymph for adherence.
Therefore, considering the natural variation in a population of insects, it is logical to think
that insect rupture velocity should have a range (i.e., a velocity) from which a few insects
rupture and stick to a velocity at which all insects completely rupture and stick. Kok
et al. [25] showed that lower body parts like the abdomen of fruit flies break at a lower
speed (24 m/s) than the exoskeleton (30 m/s; it should be noted that a statistical analysis
of the data was not provided). Other studies [13,20,23,31–34] reported a threshold number
instead of a range for the rupture velocity of the same insect (Drosophila Melanogaster), e.g.,
Coleman [20,31] and Wohl [23] reported about 10 and 14 m/s, respectively; Krishnan [13]
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reported the rupture velocity to be 21 m/s. Taken together, further investigation is needed to
study rupture velocity because of these seemingly inconsistent results for the same species.

The present study formulates the following research inquiry: What is the impact of
airflow on insect residue? Does there exist a velocity transition that can explain the reported
inconsistent values for insect rupture of the same species? Given the importance of surface
coatings in mitigating insect residue, we conducted tests with various surface coatings in
this work.

2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental Apparatus

To enable this study, a novel experimental setup was developed. In contrast to setups
from past studies, this setup keeps insects intact before impact while airflow is maintained
during the experiment. Also, the setup allows for the long-term observation of the impact
residue and the modification of speed during the test to mimic the take-off procedure of
an aircraft. The newly developed setup is more compact compared with traditional wind
tunnels commonly used in past studies. The details of the experimental setup can be found
in [35].

A schematic of the conceptual design of insect impact on the airfoils is shown in
Figure 3. Insects are the particles used in this study. A particle dropper presents one
particle at a time to the particle launcher. The particle launcher directs the particle toward
the moving airfoils, aiming for the airfoil’s leading edge. The airfoils are mounted on a
rotary system.
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2.2. Sample Preparation
2.2.1. Coatings

Aluminum 1100 was chosen as the baseline substrate because of its common appli-
cation in the aircraft industry. For ease of folding over an airfoil template, a thin sheet of
aluminum foil (0.03 mm) was used. The formed aluminum sheet was held in place by
taping its end to the airfoil template. Some aluminum foils were coated in order to study
the effect of different coatings. After each experiment, the aluminum foil was unfolded,
and the impact region was cut out and attached to a microscope slide for analysis.

Prior to the application of the coatings, the aluminum foil sheet underwent a cleaning
process using ethanol and acetone. This was performed to ensure that the surface was free
from contaminants and to promote strong adhesion for the subsequent coatings. It should
be noted that the coated surfaces were used immediately after preparation to ascertain that
they were not re-contaminated. As such, it was not necessary to clean the coated surfaces
before use. Each surface was used once for each test. Polyurethane (PU)- and acrylic-based
coatings were chosen because these are often used as coatings for aircraft. The chosen
PU was a quick-drying water-based matte polyurethane from BEHR that needed at least
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two applications. The chosen acrylic coating was a water-based premium diamond wood
finish from Varathane. The coatings were applied using a dip-coating technique. These
specific coatings were chosen partly in order to study the effectiveness of common coatings
in reducing insect residue in industry.

According to previous studies [10,36], the most effective coatings for the mitigation of
insect residue are superhydrophobic coatings. As such, a pair of commercially available
superhydrophobic coatings (i.e., UltraEverDry and NeverWet) were also used. Superhy-
drophobic coatings were applied according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.2.2. Coating Characterization

The roughness of each coating was determined using a BRUKER ContourGT-K (Bruker,
Tuscan, AZ, USA) non-contact surface measuring profilometer and Vision64 software
(Version 2). For each coating, the arithmetic mean surface roughness (Ra) was determined
for three separate areas of the sample, and the average values were reported.

The contact angle of each coating was determined using a KRUSS drop-shape analyzer.
Before measuring, aluminum samples were cleaned with acetone and ethanol, and the
coated samples were used immediately after preparation. Using the sessile drop method
and the Young–Laplace fitting method, the contact angles for deionized water on three
separate points of each sample were recorded, and the average values were reported. All
measurements were done at room temperature.

2.2.3. Insects

The Drosophila or, in common terms, the fruit fly, is the most commonly impacted insect
in flight due to their ubiquity; their size is 2 to 3 mm. Two common types of Drosophilas
are Melanogaster and Hydei. Hydei is about 3 mm, which is 1 mm larger than Melanogaster.
Past experiments were mostly performed using Melanogaster; however, experimenting with
both is valid and comparable [10]. Because Drosophila Hydei has more hemolymph and
body fluids, it is more likely to adhere to the airfoil after rupture. As a result, wingless
Drosophila Hydei was selected as the impacting insect in this study.

Prior to the experiments, the insects were anesthetized using CO2 to ensure they were
in a dormant state and did not experience distress during impact. Then, they were loaded
into the particle launcher. The methods used in this study were rigorously evaluated to
verify compliance with ethical research guidelines for exploiting insects. A formal request
was sent to the university’s ethical committee to inquire about the ethical implications of
using insects in a state of dormancy for impact tests. The committee issued a response
stating that obtaining ethical clearance was not required for this project. However, every
attempt was made to reduce the utilization of insects and guarantee that the experimental
methodology was optimized and effective in order to necessitate the smallest possible
sample number to ensure validity.

A Satorius TE214S scale (Satorius, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) with a precision of 0.1 mg
was used to weigh eleven Drosophila Hydei, and the average weight was calculated. Three
were measured for length using ImageJ (1.53u), and the average length was calculated.

2.3. Experimental Procedures
2.3.1. Impact Tests

To understand the insect rupture phenomenon, it is necessary to investigate the speed
at which rupture starts. An experiment was designed to investigate the rupture velocity
and whether or not the coating type affects rupture velocity. Insects impacted the airfoil at
intervals of 5 m/s from low to high speeds. Three insect impact samples were taken for
each speed. When the number of ruptured insects started to increase, the interval between
velocity measurements decreased from 5 m/s to 2.5 m/s. Aluminum- and PU-coated
aluminum samples/airfoils were examined. Previous investigations reported the rupture
velocity for aluminum; as such, aluminum was utilized to compare the newly developed
apparatus’s results with results from past studies. Furthermore, it is possible that the
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coating characteristics affect rupture velocity. For instance, due to roughness, insects
rupture at lower velocities when rougher coatings are used or when there are differences in
compliance. Therefore, PU was chosen as a coating to investigate what happens to rupture
velocity when a coating is used.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the newly developed setup allows for the long-term
observation of residue. The effect of airflow at 60 m/s on the residue of all coatings was
investigated by monitoring the residue closely at the time of impact and after 10 min
to observe the effect of continuous airflow on removal. The area of residue was the
monitored parameter.

2.3.2. Data Processing

To evaluate the residue mitigation ability of coatings, the height and area of the insect
residue need to be measured. The area of insect residue was selected because it was used
in past studies. To measure the area of residue, top-view images of the samples were taken
with a smartphone at a distance of 10 cm from the sample. The microscope slide’s edge was
used as the reference length. ImageJ was used to select the edges of the residue in order to
manually measure the area of the samples (see Figure 4). The measured area was used to
evaluate the coatings.
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Figure 4. Using ImageJ (the contour of the residue is marked by dots) to measure a residue’s area.

The airfoil’s speed was computed by multiplying the angular velocity of the arm (see
Figure 3) by the distance between the collision point and the center of rotation (33 ± 1 cm).

A high-speed camera was used to capture the movement of insects. The insect flew at
a speed of 2.3 ± 0.2 m/s, with and without the presence of airflow (calculated using the
insect’s distance traveled and the camera’s imaging time stamp). The impact of airflow on
insect speed was determined to be a ∼0.2 m/s reduction in its velocity at maximum speed
(using the camera’s imaging time stamp); 0.2 m/s was considered insignificant compared
with the insect’s speed and the accuracy of its measurement. As a result, it was assumed
that the insects moved at a constant speed of 2.3 m/s.

Given that both the airfoil and the insect traveled toward each other, the following
formula was used to determine relative velocity:

V = 2.3 + ω × 0.33 (m/s) (1)

where ω is the angular velocity and 0.33 m is the radius of rotation.

3. Results and Discussion

The average weight of Drosophila Hydei was 1.6 ± 0.1 mg. The average length of
Drosophila Hydei was 3.05 ± 0.11 mm. The contact angle and roughness of each coating are
given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Contact angle and roughness of the coatings.

Contact Angle
Average
(Degree)

Error
( max−min

2 )
Roughness

Average (µm)
Error

( max−min
2 )

Aluminum 96.1 4.0 595.4 47.6
Acrylic 91.0 3.0 902.8 132.2

PU 78.4 5.8 765.7 26.8
NeverWet 151.3 0.5 1738.9 109.2

UltraEverDry 165.7 1.7 960.9 117.1

Rupture probability was defined as the number of successful ruptures over the total
number of trials. As shown in Figure 5, rupture was seen occasionally at 17.5 m/s; at
30 m/s, rupture always occurred. By comparing the results of aluminum and PU, it can
be concluded that rupture velocity is not a function of the coating characteristics but is
only related to impact velocity; PU was selected from other coatings because it is not
superhydrophobic and traces of rupture could be observed (using acrylic would produce
the same results because it is also not superhydrophobic). Past studies have shown that for
superhydrophobic coatings, rupture is possible, but the insect does not adhere to the airfoils
due to the low wettability of superhydrophobic surfaces. Therefore, superhydrophobic
coatings were not used in the rupture velocity experiments. The results from this study
show that rupture velocity is a phenomenon that is better defined as a range of velocities
rather than reported as a single threshold, given the probabilistic nature of the event.
Unless one is interested in cases where a fruit fly ruptures 100% of the time, then the higher
bound of rupture velocity (i.e., 30 m/s) should be used. In the studies shown in Figure 5
(i.e., [11,22,23,25]), the target impacting area was either an airfoil or a tilted plate. Both
types of studies (airfoil and tilted plate) examined a range of impact angles, including the
normal impact angle (as in the current study) in which all the impact force was applied to
the insect’s body. Because the ratio of insect to airfoil or tilted plate size is negligible, and
all mentioned studies examined the normal impact angle, comparing the results from these
studies is acceptable. Studies [11,20,23] do not mention that the reported velocity was the
threshold at which the insects started to rupture or that they ruptured every time. However,
based on Figure 5, they probably reported the lower and middle bounds of impact velocity
at which some insects started to rupture. In [37], impact velocity was reported for both
the soft parts of insects (24 m/s) and the hard parts of insects (30 m/s). However, the
study does not mention if the reported number was the threshold velocity at which insects
started to rupture or if they ruptured every time. Based on Figure 5, both numbers probably
represent the higher bound of impact velocity for the soft and hard parts of the insect.

Pictures of residues from 60 m/s insect impact on acrylic coating are shown in Figure 6.
The pictures were taken a short time after impact (less than 20 s because turning off the
system takes a few seconds) and after 10 min exposure to airflow. Based on Table 2, there
was not a significant change in the residue area after exposure to airflow. Because removing
residues prior to coagulation is simpler, and every residue that is intended to be removed by
airflow is completely removed prior to coagulation, this could account for all the residues
being in steady conditions with airflow after coagulation (less than 10 s). In conclusion, the
effect of airflow after insect impact on insect residue is negligible after coagulation. This
conclusion aligns with the results of [15]. However, in [30], it was reported that airflow can
remove half of the residue. This study, similar to earlier studies, used aluminum airfoil and
compared residue size before and after a long period of being affected by airflow at the
cruising velocity of an aircraft. However, in [30], first, an aircraft was impacted by insects,
and then, after measurement of residue sizes, it flew. Therefore, because airflow was absent
during coagulation (10 s after impact), nothing was eroded. After the flight, some parts
were eroded due to airflow. Because airflow exists during impact, in reality, the results
from [15] are likely more representative.
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Table 2. Area measurements after exposure to airflow for 20 s and 10 min.
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4. Conclusions

This study shows the usefulness of a novel setup developed to study insect impact
and its residue on airfoils. The findings from the experiments reveal that fruit flies start
to rupture at a velocity of 17.5 m/s; insect rupture progresses such that all impacted fruit
flies rupture at 30 m/s. These results support the notion that representing rupture velocity
as a range, rather than a single threshold, is more appropriate due to the probabilistic
characteristics of the event. Furthermore, the examination of surface coatings emphasized
that the rupture velocity is inherently linked to the velocity of impact, regardless of the
specific coating used.

This investigation into the impact of airflow on insect residue, particularly in light of
contrasting results from prior research, yields the conclusion that airflow does not modify
insect residue after coagulation. In addition, it was observed that superhydrophobic
coatings are effective in reducing the surface area covered by residue.
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